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Week 2—Our first week was spent learning everything we could about Infinite Recharge and begin 
prototyping.  During our 2nd week, we refined our prototypes and then our supgroups: Build, CAD, 
Electrical, Non-Technical, Pneumatics, Programming, Safety & Scouting got busy with their 
individual tasks for the year.  The next few pages show what each group has accomplished so far.   
 
Infinite Recharge takes place in a futuristic city (modeled after Star Wars) that is in danger of an 
asteroid strike.  With our two alliance partners, RAGE will have 2½ minutes to energize and 
activate the shield generator to save the city.   

Points are scored throughout each match by doing the following: 
1. Scoring power cells in the high or low openings of the power port during the autonomous phase 

(first 15 seconds).  
2. After 9 power cells are placed, robots need to rotate the wheel on the control panel 3 to 5 rotations. 
3. Score 20 more power cells in the low or high openings  at the power port (high opening are worth 

more points). 
4. After 20 power cells are placed, robots need to rotate the wheel to a specific color.  The color 

changes each match and drivers are notified of which color once the 20 power cells are placed. 
5. Keep placing power cells until the end of the match. 
6. In the last 30 seconds, robots can return to the Shield Generator, reach up to the hanger and lift 

themselves off the ground.  The hanger pivots.  Robots earn points for lifting themselves off the 
ground and balancing the hanger (either by themselves or between the 3 robots). 

 
Here’s a link to the video released by FIRST that shows an animation of the game:     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmiYWTmFRVE  
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZT9pIgNOV6ZzienUkfYzfV_wzufKq_6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmiYWTmFRVE
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Refined Prototypes:  This week, students worked on refining the intake/storage prototype, the 
shooter, the hanger and the wheel spinner.  By the end of the week, each group had made enough 
progress to order parts and begin creation of our CAD drawings for fabrication.   

Shooter prototype success 

Build Subgroup:  The Build Subgroup focused on building the trench, mounting the wheel to 
practice spinning and taking apart some older robots that had some parts that could be re-used.  
The newer students learned the importance of safety and accuracy (measure twice, cut once!) 
before we get into the actual robot building. 

Pneumatics & Safety Subgroups: Together, the 
pneumatics and safety groups inventoried supplies.  For 
the current intake/storage design, pneumatics will be 
used to lift and retract the storage tract so the group 
needed to determine the appropriate size/stroke of the 
pistons required. 
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Electrical Subgroup:  The students worked on the electronics setup for the control system and 
went through our parts inventory to see if there are any additional electrical supplies that will be 
needed.  In the Fall, the Tolland Education Foundation gave RAGE a grant that provided money for 
some new motors and a Limelight camera (a vision tracking camera that can be used for aligning 

with targets).  Both the motors and the camera arrived this 
week and the students were super-excited to check out the 
new “toys”.  Thanks TEF! 

CAD Subgroup:  CAD was busy drawing up the robot base and drive train so we 
can get the base fabricated early next week.  They also began drawing up the 
shooter and the intake with the goal of maintaining all of the capabilities the team 
had agreed on in our first week while trying to keep the driving robot height below 
28”.  Staying below 28” would allow us to drive through the trench on the field (in 
the area where the opposing alliance can not touch our robot without accruing 
penalties).  

Non-Technical Subgroup:  The non-technical group is focusing on the Chairman’s Award 
submission—updating our team’s history and info to include all of this year’s activities as well as 
adding some Infinite Recharge references.  They developed a script outline for the Chairman’s 
presentation and came up with schematics for their presentation props.  With visits from Amanda 
and Sam (previous year team members and presenter), the group got some valuable feedback.  
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The team thanks the Muse/Holt, Stupcenski and Kohli families for a delicious breakfast at Saturday’s 
meeting!  With some French toast casserole, southern biscuits and gravy, coffee and hot chocolate, 
we are definitely getting spoiled!  

Countdown to our 1st Competition: 41 days! 
For additional team info, please check us out on Facebook (RAGE Robotics), follow us on Instagram 
(ragerobotics173) or Twitter (@RAGE173). 

Scouting: Our scouters spent the week reviewing the setup of the database and app from previous 
season—evaluating what worked and what didn’t work.  The students surveyed members to see 
what options/strategies should be incorporated into this year’s app and are ready to start coding! 

Programming: Programming was busy splitting up the duties 
between the 6 programmers for all actions on the robot, updating 
the computers with the new WPI library and Phoenix Tuner, and 
getting the new Limelight camera working.  Success! 

SPONSORS!!!  
Our team couldn’t exist without support from our school and sponsors.  This year, 
the team made a renewed effort to reach out to our community, share what 
FIRST robotics is all about and to generate more local sponsorships.  Students 
spent the fall reaching out to the community and secured a number of new 
sponsorships.  The team also applied for several grants and were fortunate 
enough to receive funding from the Tolland Education Foundation (TEF), NASA 
and the Intuitive Foundation.  To show our thanks, we have created a banner that 
we bring to all outreach events and competitions.  RAGE is extremely thankful for 
the support from everyone and looks forward to sharing our progress with 
everyone as we progress through the 2020 build and competition seasons! 
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